The Graham Institute catalyzes and facilitates sustainability engagement and collaboration for University of Michigan faculty and students, across all academic units, working in partnership with external stakeholders. The Institute convenes interdisciplinary faculty and student teams to address local-to-global sustainability challenges.

**SUSTAINABILITY DATA & COURSES**

- **Sustainability Experts Database**
  See [http://graham.umich.edu/experts](http://graham.umich.edu/experts) | Be among the 800+ U-M faculty identified as experts.

- **Sustainability Course Listings**
  See [http://graham.umich.edu/course-search](http://graham.umich.edu/course-search) | Ensure that your course can be found by students and colleagues.

**STUDENT SUPPORT**

- **Dow Sustainability Fellows Program (graduate)**
  See [http://sustainability.umich.edu/dow](http://sustainability.umich.edu/dow)

- **Sustainability Scholars (undergraduate)**
  See [http://graham.umich.edu/scholars](http://graham.umich.edu/scholars)

Open to students across campus, programs support interdisciplinary, student-led projects that strengthen community partnerships and help advance faculty research.

**CAMPUS SUSTAINABILITY**

- **Sustainability Cultural Indicators Program (SCIP)**

- **Planet Blue Ambassadors Program**
  See [http://bit.ly/PBACertify](http://bit.ly/PBACertify) | Learn what U-M’s sustainability goals are and how you can help our campus achieve them. Faculty, students, and staff are encouraged to become an Ambassador.
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